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To gain a clear view of the personal technology landscape, it’s helpful to have an understanding 
of who the main players are today. While there are certainly other companies involved in the 
business of personal technology, there are four that significantly impact our day-to-day 
relationship with personal technology. 

APPLE 

Apple was founded by Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak in 1976 in California. Steve Jobs was a 
pioneer in terms of understanding the potential market for personal technology devices. Apple 
has always been at the forefront of innovation with a fundamental tie to sleek and intuitive 
design, and has often appeared ahead of their time with their product development. Apple has 
launched some of the most innovative and industry-defying products from personal computers, 
to iPods, to the iPhone. 

MICROSOFT 

In 1975, Bill Gates and Paul Allen founded Microsoft in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The “soft” in 
the name is true to the company’s initial focus and continued commitment to developing and 
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spreading the use and application of software programs they develop. Microsoft is most known 
for its operating systems, including Windows. Microsoft has also become ubiquitous in the 
business community with their Office programs, designed to increase the functionality and 
productivity for computers. 

GOOGLE 

In 1996, Larry Page and Sergey Brin, PhD students at Stanford, started Google as a research 
project. Google realized that the existing search engines were providing search results simply 
by ranking how many times websites used a particular word. Google focused on indexing 
websites by relevance instead. By focusing on harnessing the vast information available on the 
internet, Google has carved out a powerful space that influences how we access and interact 
with content on our personal technology. 

AMAZON 

In 1994, Jeff Bezos created Amazon. Amazon has always been committed to the idea that 
internet commerce represents a massive new retail frontier. Amazon set out to build an online 
superstore that would eventually carry everything from A to Z, while focusing on innovation in 
terms of its shopping experience and fulfillment. The impact Amazon has had on retail across 
the globe is massive, and we are constantly waiting to see what this retail giant will do next. 
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Navigating the personal technology landscape is hard if you don’t know the terminology! Here 
are some definitions to help you out: 

Social Media 

This is a broad term for apps and programs like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn. 

(Social media refers to sites that serve individuals, businesses, and all kinds of organizations. It 
allows them to create, view, and share the following: information, ideas, images, and more. It 
has several common features. Social media is interactive. This means you can communicate 
with others. It has content generated by its users, which is often referred to as a post. It also 
facilitates the formation of social networks, such as groups of friends or colleagues. 

Spam 

This is all of those unwanted emails you get. Spam is email’s version of telemarketers. 

(Spam, in the world of electronic messaging, is an insult to the canned pork meat we used to 
love. It refers to messages that are unsolicited, undesired, and often illegal.) 

Filter 

One type of filter helps you narrow down a search so information is more relevant. Another type 
of filter is used to change the coloring of digital photos you take with a phone or tablet.  

(The search-related filter could be used, for instance, to reduce restaurant search results to just 
those with Italian cuisine. The photo-related filter can make changes to photos you’ve taken. For 
instance, it can change a color photo to black-and-white.) 

Now that we've covered the Big Four and these definitions, let's see where you fall in this 
landscape. Below, take inventory of your personal technology!
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Smartphone: iPhone

Tablet: iPad

Computer: MacBook, iMac

Other Notable Products

Apple

iPhone 6s

iPad iPad Mini iPad Air iPad Pro

iMac Mac ProMacBook Air MacBook Pro Mac mini

Apple Watch Apple TV HomePodiPod iCloud

iPhone 7 iPhone 8 iPhone X iPhone XR iPhone XS



Computer: Surface

Services: Bing, Skype, Outlook.com, OneDrive & MSN

Computer Operating System: Windows

Other Notable Products

Microsoft

Surface Pro Surface Laptop Surface Go Surface Book Surface Studio

Bing Skype Outlook.com OneDrive MSN

Windows VistaWindows 98 Windows XP Windows 10

Office Xbox Invoke Nokia Minecraft



Smartphone: Nexus & Pixel

Tablet: Nexus/Android; Asus, Samsung, HTC, Pixel

Computer: Pixelbook, Chromebook, Chromebase, Chromebox & Chromebit

Other Notable Products

Google

Nexus 5X Nexus 6P Pixel 1 Pixel 2

Nexus 7 Nexus 10 Nexus 9 Pixel C

ChromeboxChromebaseChromebookPixelbook Chromebit

Chromecast Google Hub Google Nest Google Maps Waymo

Pixel 3 / 3a



Connected Home: Echo & Alexa

Tablet: Kindle & Fire

Streaming: FireTV

Other Notable Products

Echo Plus Echo Sub Echo Input Echo Show Echo Spot

Kindle Paperwhite

Fire TV

Kindle 9 Kindle Oasis

Fire TV Cube

Fire 7 Fire HD 8 & 10

Fire TV Stick

Prime AudibleMusicVideo

Amazon



Smartphone Survey

available            used

 Make

 Service Provider

 Model

 Plan

 Age

 Storage Capacity

 What do you mainly use your phone for?

 What issues are you experiencing with your phone?
Needs more storage, runs slow, having a hard time accessing items, etc...

 Do you need to upgrade your phone?

Yes No Not Sure

 Is your phone software up-to-date?

Yes No Not Sure

 Does your phone work as expected?

Yes No Not Sure

 Do you take photos with your phone?

Yes No Not Sure



Tablet Survey

available            used

 Make

 Service Provider

 Model

 Plan

 Age

 Storage Capacity

 What do you mainly use your tablet for?

 What issues are you experiencing with your tablet?
Needs more storage, runs slow, having a hard time accessing items, etc...

 Do you need to upgrade your tablet?

Yes No Not Sure

 Is your tablet software up-to-date?

Yes No Not Sure

 Does your tablet work as expected?

Yes No Not Sure

 Do you travel with your tablet?

Yes No Not Sure



Computer Survey
 Make  Model  Age

 What do you mainly use your computer for?

 What would you like to learn how to use your computer for?

 What issues are you experiencing with your computer?
Needs more storage, runs slow, having a hard time accessing items, etc...

 Do you use a printer with your computer?

Yes No Not Sure

 Does your printer work as expected?

Yes No Not Sure

 Do you receive messages to update?

Yes No Not Sure

 Does your computer work as expected?

Yes No Not Sure
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